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 PORTRAIT OF A MEDIEVAL INDIA TRADER:

 THREE LETTERS FROM THE CAIRO GENIZA1

 By S. D. GOITEIN

 (PLATES I-IV)

 The first comprehensive survey of Geniza documents about the trade on the
 route to India was published by me in Speculum, A Journal of the American
 Medieval Academy, 29, 181-97, in April 1954.2 At that time I was able to give a
 report about 130 Geniza papers related in one way or another to the India trade.
 Soon after the article was published, a distinguished institution offered me the
 opportunity to publish the material in full. I accepted with enthusiasm and set
 feverishly to work. But slowly it dawned upon me that one should not try to
 solve problems by sagacity at a time when new sources that could provide
 factual answers to those problems might lurk around the corner.

 My doubts were justified. When a revised version of the Speculum article was
 included in my Studies in Islamic history and institutions (Leiden, 1966),3 200
 new items had been identified, and I had the feeling that we were standing on
 firm ground. I even uttered the surmise: 'No substantial increase is expected. '4
 This too became true. When, a few years ago I rearranged the entire corpus of
 material for a final edition, only about 50 new entries had to be added.
 However, among these there were some the absence of which would have been
 much regretted. Letter II, the pivotal piece of this article, is of this precious type.

 Another introductory remark is necessary. The Jews of the Mediterranean
 area-unlike their brethren in Iraq-were latecomers to the India trade. Why
 should they have taken upon themselves the physical dangers and material risks
 of those far-flung travels, when the blessed shores of the Mediterranean offered
 enough opportunities for gaining a livelihood? Only at the very end of the
 eleventh century, when the overwhelming power of the Christian Mediter-
 ranean states reduced Muslim and Jewish seafaring, did other outlets for
 enterprising men have to be found. During the last two decades of the century
 we are able to observe how the Mediterranean Jews slowly felt their way along
 ' the route to Yemen ' and soon also to various parts of India. As represented to

 ' Professor Goitein died on 6 February 1985 in Princeton at the age of 84. We had been
 acquainted for some thirty years, through regular correspondence and his visits to the Genizah
 collection at Cambridge. In 1983 it was my great pleasure to see him elected an Honorary Fellow of
 the School, the highest honour that we can confer. The following contribution to Genizah research
 was introduced in a letter to me from Goitein dated 3 January 1985, just after he had submitted the
 typescript of the fifth and final volume of his magisterial A Mediterranean society, whose parts I
 have regularly reviewed in BSOAS. My last letter from him was dated 5 February 1985, the eve of
 his death and hence unsigned, but forwarded to me by his secretary. I am more than merely pleased
 to welcome this final contribution into the pages of the Bulletin, and am grateful to Professors Mark
 Cohen and Paula Sanders, respectively of Princeton and Harvard, for having seen its definitive
 version through the press, with the aid of Amy Singer, Professor Goitein's research assistant at the
 time of his death. (John Wansbrough)

 2 In the same year I published some examples of Geniza texts connected with the India trade,
 ' Two eyewitness reports on an expedition of the King of Kish (Qais) against Aden ', BSOAS, xvi, 2,
 1954, 247-57.

 3 Quoted here as Goitein, Studies, see ibid., 330-1. The book is now available in an Arabic
 translation: Dirdsat fi 'l-tarfkh al-Islhmi wal-nuzum al-Isldmiyya, ed. and tr. 'Atiyya al-Qawni
 (Kuwait, 1980).

 4Originally an edition had been planned based on a collection of 197 items plus eight
 supplements added in the course of the years. This was the version available to Shaul Shaked while
 compiling A tentative bibliography of Geniza documents, (Paris-The Hague, 1964), and is referred to
 here as 'India Book, Old'. The new arrangement, in seven chapters according to subject matter, is
 quoted here as 'India Book, Final'.
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 S. D. GOITEIN

 us in the Geniza, the India trade was part and parcel of the Mediterranean
 economy with windows wide open to a foreign, but by no means frightening
 world.

 Simultaneously with my work on the ' India Book ' I collected material for a
 comprehensive survey of the documentary Geniza at large. The more I
 progressed with the survey, the more I gained new insights for the understand-
 ing of the India papers. In 1958 I decided to do the survey first. It took 27 years
 and five volumes of A Mediterranean society (four on the market and one in the
 press) as well as a number of other publications to carry out the 'survey'. But
 any student of the India papers from the Geniza now has the tools for working
 on this fascinating subject within the framework of the wider world to which it
 belonged.5

 One of the early pioneers on 'the route to Yemen' was 'Arus b. Joseph al-
 Arjawani al-Mahdawi,6 the maker and seller of purple cloth, a native of al-
 Mahdiyya (then the main port and capital of the country now known as
 Tunisia). 'Arus emigrated early in his life to Egypt, where he formed a seemingly
 life-long partnership with Siba', a Syro-Palestinian (as his name indicates), not
 the only case where westerners and easterners co-operated in Egypt, while not
 neglecting connexions with local people.

 'Arus lived up to his auspicious names. He was an acknowledged expert in
 the difficult art of purple dyeing, sending the products of his industry to North
 Africa and Spain. He expanded his business to include fine clothing in general
 and developed it into an exchange of the products of the Mediterranean area
 and the Indian subcontinent. Unlike other merchants of his time and status he

 travelled repeatedly to Upper Egypt and also to the southern section of the west
 coast of the Red Sea. Letters addressed to him after his return from a successful
 business venture seem to assume that he would soon set out for another trip to
 the South.7 We possess two almost complete copies of a contract in which a
 noble lady entrusted him with 300 dinars (then a very substantial sum) to do
 business for her' on the way to Yemen '.8 'Ariis was a highly regarded member
 of the community, renowned for his generosity and helpfulness.

 In one respect 'Aruis was not successful. Despite many good wishes to the
 contrary he had no male offspring. Here the hero of our story enters the scene.

 5A Mediterranean society: The Jewish communities of the Arab world as portrayed in the
 documents of the Cairo Geniza, i, Economic foundations (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967); II, The
 community (1971); In, The family (1978); iv, Daily life (1983); v, The individual (manuscript delivered
 to the publisher in December 1984). The series is quoted here as Mediterranean society. The details
 of the decision of 1958 are given in the Preface to I, pp. vii-viii. In my Letters of medieval Jewish
 traders, translated from the Arabic (Princeton, 1973; referred to here as Goitein, Letters), 62-71,
 175-229, 299-304, 335-9, letters of, or concerning, India traders are translated; for instance, a letter
 to Moses Maimonides from his younger brother David, before the latter embarked on the voyage
 on which he perished.

 I apologize for the biographical details. I felt I owed an explanation to readers who might have
 read some of my previous publications on the India trade.

 6 Abfi 'l-Afrah 'Arus means ' a joyful bridegroom', a beautiful name given by a happy mother
 to her newborn. It is not found by me elsewhere in the Geniza, nor among the approximately 35,000
 Arab names listed by Ibn al-Kalbi (d. 819) in his 6amhara or Genealogical dictionary (ed. W. Caskel,
 Leiden, 1966). ('Aruisa, 'bride', as a personal name, was met by me only once in the Geniza
 documents, also in North Africa). Arjawan, purple, cf. Hebrew argaman, was also pronounced
 arjuwan and, especially today, urjuwdn. But the latter pronunciation is not attested in the Geniza.

 7 How distant at that time (the 1080s) even 'Aydhab, the main port on the western coast of the
 Red Sea, from which one sailed to Yemen, India, and China, appeared to the people of Cairo, may
 be concluded from his question addressed to 'Arus after his return from one of his trips south: ' Let
 me know whether anyone (meaning: of their acquaintances) has got as far as 'Aydhab.' TS (=
 Taylor-Schechter Collection in the Cambridge University Library) 16.308, 1. 31, 'India Book,
 Final', ch. 6, no. 7.

 8 TS 16.23 and TS 10 J 5, f. 2,' India Book, Final ', ch. 6, no. 5. See also Mediterranean society,
 im, 252 with nn. 15-17, and 253 with nn. 22-4.
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 'Allan b. Hassin (both names were common in Tunisia), a son of a sister of
 'Arus, was taken by him into his business and married to one of his daughters.
 The young man, as we shall see, did not disappoint his uncle. Knowing well
 what 'Arus missed, he always addresses him as his father and describes himself
 as his progeny. In letters and legal documents 'Allan is called ''Arus's sister's
 son'.9 Joseph, a son of a brother of 'Arus, preceded 'Allan as a member of his
 uncle's firm, but apart from what is told about him in our Letter I, he seems not
 to have left any other trace in the Geniza, unless the passage translated in n. 15
 about 'the son of a brother of 'Arus ' refers to him, which is highly probable.

 We get a first intimation about 'Allan's career from a letter to him when he
 was on a business trip 'to the West'. The letter was dictated by his wife to her
 son, still a schoolboy, at the time when she had just weaned another boy. She
 complains that 'the old man' (her father) was also away on a voyage 'so that
 we are like orphans, a house without a man! ' Thus we see that 'Arus had 'Allan
 apprenticed in the Mediterranean trade (with which he had certainly been
 familiar from his hometown of al-Mahdiyya), while he himself was again on one
 of his voyages, probably to the South.'?

 Letter I, translated below, shows us 'Allan as a novice in the India trade, but
 as a man in full command of the situation. The letter also gives us an inkling of
 the hesitant first steps taken by Jewish traders along the way to Yemen. The
 itinerant merchants transferred there what they had practised in Lower Egypt
 for centuries, namely, offering the fine products of the capital's industry to the
 clothiers in the provincial towns (which were of far greater economic import-
 ance in those days than is reflected in our literary sources)."I 'Allan proceeded in
 this way according to the instructions of his uncle; this is evident from the fact
 that he mentions the names of his customers (all Muslims) in faraway places
 without any further details. 'Aruis himself had given the names to him.

 When 'Allan, after examining the situation in Aden, decided to travel to
 India, he was warned by his cousin Joseph-on the very night before his
 departure-that 'Ar-us and his partner Siba' disapproved of this plan. However,
 it is out of the question that 'Allan should have acted against express orders of
 his uncle; in this case we would have read eloquent excuses similar to those
 written by David Maimonides when he was about to board a ship on the way to
 Aden and India, contrary to the instructions given to him by his elder brother
 Moses.

 I understand the situation as follows. Young merchants, like young war-
 riors, seek adventures.'2 While being sent out, probably not for the first time, on
 the way to Yemen, where he would skip from one inhospitable port on the Red
 Sea to another and finally to Aden, selling textiles, he asked his uncle to entrust
 him also with something special, which could be sold on the international
 market of Aden with profit and, if not there, in India. 'Aruis reluctantly agreed
 and provided 'Allan with corals and storax, staple exports to the lands of

 9 The ' sister's son' syndrome was a widespread phenomenon in the Geniza society (and its
 environment), see ibid., in, 24-6, and passim. 'Allan's real father was alive as late as the writing of
 Letter II, see n. 73, below.

 0 The letter, DK (David Kaufmann Collection, Budapest), no. X, is translated in full in
 Mediterranean society, in, 193-4, and discussed in vol. v (forthcoming), in the section ' A personal
 touch in letters to and from women'.

 " Economic importance of provincial towns: ibid., iv, 43, and passim. For local clothiers in large
 provincial towns we now have the interesting papyri from the Louvre being treated by Yiisuf
 Raghib (at the suggestion of Claude Cahen), see, e.g., Y. Raghib, 'Pour un renouveau de la
 papyrologie arabe', Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, Comptes Rendus, 1984, 69-76.

 12 See the story in Goitein, Letters, 255-7, where, during a drinking bout, a youth elicits from his
 father the sworn promise to send him overseas in that very year. The father, of course, kept his oath.
 His endeavour to render his son's overseas business venture as inexpensive as possible makes quite
 humorous reading for us.

 451
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 S. D. GOITEIN

 southern Asia.'3 He probably also reminded him not to minimize the dangers.
 Joseph, who had got wind of the happenings, concocted the story that the
 bosses back home had asked him to tell 'Allan not to cross the ocean. But

 'Allan, who had not received such an outright order, persisted and, as the
 subsequent events showed, went on to become a renowned India trader.

 In Letter I, 'Allan says that he was travelling to Sindbuir, then the northern
 port of entry to the pepper country on the Malabar coast of south-west India.
 His report in Letter II begins with the announcement that he had safely arrived
 there. However, a considerable number of years must have elapsed between the
 two letters. The careful and (comparatively) orderly script of Letter I, as was
 required when a revered person was addressed, had given way to a cursive, as
 was common between business friends, although here too 'Arus was the
 recipient. The quantities of goods and money, such as 72 bales of iron brought
 from India to Aden, or storage space for 150 sacks of peppers and other spices
 rented on the boat for the way home (from India), or 1,500 dinars cashed, after
 customs, in Aden, show 'Allan as an experienced and successful merchant.
 Moreover, he reports that Bundar b. Hasan b. Bundar, the representative of
 merchants of Aden, personally took care of his affairs. We also possess a letter
 from Bundar II to 'Allan opening with eight lines of respectful verbiage, but
 containing only a short, somewhat piqued message: 'Allan had reminded
 Bundar of a debt of 90 dinars he owed to a common friend. Reminding a person
 of a debt was almost an insult. That 'Allan dared to do such a thing (which was
 necessary; Bundar paid), betrays him as being, at some time at least, on familiar
 terms with that powerful man.'4

 Doing business for others was the backbone of overseas trade as we meet it
 in the Geniza. Naturally, the eastern connexion of the 'Aruis-Siba' partnership
 reflected on 'Allan. We read about a merchant from Aleppo, northern Syria
 (who happened to be a Muslim), and another from Raqqa on the Euphrates,
 who transported textiles to 'Ulla, the Damascene, who had his seat in Cairo, in
 order to deliver them to 'Allan before the latter set out on another overseas
 trip. 5 We also have two huge documents from the years 1116 and 1117 dealing
 with a small balance owed by 'Allan to 'Ulla from a former voyage and paid by
 his uncle, since 'Allan himself had already left again for' the lands of Yemen . 16

 I have called Letter II the pivotal piece of this article because it deals mainly
 with happenings in, or off the shores of, India, and because such detailed reports
 are not common in the Geniza. Good manners required that one should not
 occupy the recipient with the descriptions of one's own misfortunes. In
 countless letters we find these or similar remarks: ' On this voyage I experienced

 13 On corals and storax, see nn. 32 and 33, below.
 4 AIU (Library of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, Paris), VII, E, 35, 'India Book, Final',

 ch. 2, no. 12. On (the art of not) paying one's debts see Mediterranean society, I, 204-5, 258-9, and
 passim.

 15 TS 12.7,11. 6-14. On 'Ulla the Damascene see ibid., II, 78.
 This passage about 'Allan is immediately followed by these words: 'Let me know about

 everything connected with the son of the brother (namely, of 'Aruis), may God never bless him. God,
 the exalted, knows what happened to me in this affair. There is nothing to be done. May God make
 the end to the good.' The readers who remember what 'Allan reported about his cousin Joseph in
 Letter I will be inclined to believe that it is he who is meant here.

 Finding a merchant from a town on the Euphrates involved in the trade route to India via Egypt
 might be taken as another sign of the decline of the Iraqi India trade. For the later Middle Ages cf.
 the remark of Simon Digby on the scarcity in India of coins from the Persian Gulf, The Cambridge
 economic history of India, I, 1982, 126.

 16 R. Gottheil and W. H. Worrell, Fragments from the Cairo Genizah in the Freer Collection
 (New York, 1927), 1-11, with excellent photographs. 'Allan is referred to in B, 1. 3 (where his
 father's name, H. assiin, is Hebraized to Japheth), 1. 24. These manuscripts are now in the Freer
 Gallery, Washington, D.C.
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 frightening dangers and other tribulations impossible to compress into the
 frame of a letter', or 'which to describe would lead too far afield .17

 Here, however, 'Allan had a special reason to go into details. He had to
 explain why he had remained away from home for so long. Travel in India itself
 had become dangerous, and twice, while on the way home, he had had to turn
 back to India, once from the high sea (when the return trip took twenty days)
 and once from Aden, when economic considerations were at play.'8 One feels,
 however, that 'Allan wrote with gusto. By that time, people at home had
 become familiar with conditions in India and were interested in the happenings
 there. Moreover, the report about legal procedures and other government care
 for the foreigners in Kulam (Quilon), the southernmost port on the Malabar
 coast (from which one returned to Aden), were reassuring. The feeling of safety
 at sea while running before a steady monsoon is also implicit in the letter.'9

 An entirely different spirit meets us in Letter III, written by 'Allan in
 'Aydhab on the west coast of the Red Sea, before embarking again on a boat
 sailing east. The old man regretted having undertaken the voyage at all and
 advised his sons not to be on the road all the time (like himself). A family
 partnership would enable them to spread the exertions between them. He
 worried also about his firstborn, Zayn al-Dar (who, as a boy, had written the
 above-mentioned letter, dictated to him by his mother, and who now was
 himself away on travel).

 The script of the letter too calls for comment. The first line is written with a
 regular pen and in the hand known from Letters I and II. As from the second
 word of the second line a broad pen and a seemingly different script are used. I
 believe, however, that 'Allan wrote it, choosing a more fleeting type of cursive,
 as some merchants used for private accounts and other personal notes. For
 instance, numerous pages (mostly reverse sides of letters received) were filled by
 'Aruis, 'Allan's uncle, in this way. A study of the Hebrew characters, especially
 the ways they are connected or disconnected, convinced me that 'Allan was the
 writer.20 In a short note to his children, the old India trader permitted himself to
 relax.

 A question of script draws our attention also with regard to the latest
 document related to 'Allan that we have thus far found: a long letter to him in
 beautiful Arabic characters.2' It was sent by Khalafb. Isaac of Aden, a cousin of
 Bundar II, with whom we found 'Allan in contact on an earlier voyage. We have
 many letters from the hand of this Khalaf, going both East and West, for
 instance one to India in summer 1148, over 30 years after the documents from
 the years 1116-17, when 'Allan was at the height of his activities as a travelling
 merchant.22 All these letters of Khalaf were written in Hebrew characters with
 the exception of the letter discussed here and another, consisting of a single
 page, preserved in Heidelberg, Germany, and treated by Albert Dietrich in a

 17 About this aspect of good manners see Mediterranean society, v, section A, 2, (Hard times).
 18 Returning from Aden to India immediately after arrival there is reported also in another letter

 (namely, of Mahriiz b. Jacob, an Adenese Jewish shipowner). BM (British Museum) Or 5542, f. 17,
 and TS 16.345, two copies of same letter in same script (of a clerk).

 I91 am deeply indebted to Dr. Paul Fenton, who, while skimming through the newly created
 'Additional Series' of the Taylor-Schechter Collection at the Cambridge University Library (TS
 AS), came upon the two fragments of which Letter II is composed and put them at my disposal.

 20 For instance, the letter m is mostly represented by two separate strokes, the second
 occasionally combined with the next letter.

 21 To be sure, without diacritical dots, which means, for instance, that the signs for the sounds b,
 t, th, y, n, are identical. A reader familiar with the usages of the merchants will incur no great
 difficulties in deciphering such a letter, with one exception: when it contains names of goods and
 other technical terms not known to the reader from another source, see n. 23, below.

 22 See p. 452, above. The letter from 1148 is preserved in the Library of the Hebrew University,
 Jerusalem, and was published by the late E. Strauss-Ashtor in Zion, 7, 1941, 148-51.
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 folio-sized study comprising 67 pages. This was a list of shipments and orders,
 and therefore required much research in order to identify the goods men-
 tioned.23 The letter to 'Allan contained much of the same stuff. At some time,
 Khalaf, a master of Hebrew calligraphy, must have decided to write letters of a
 certain type in Arabic characters, or ordered a clerk to do so. 'Allan clearly had
 nothing to do with this change. However, the content of the letter concerned is
 very significant; it shows us 'Allan, the indefatigable traveller, becoming a
 stationary merchant.

 While visiting the capital of Egypt, Khalaf received from 'Allan 100 dinars
 with the request to buy oriental imports in 'Aydhab. If nothing attractive was to
 be had there, he was to carry the dinars with him to Aden and send whatever he
 bought for 'Allan there to 'Aydhab. By the time this letter was written traffic
 between this Red Sea port and Cairo had become so lively that it was not
 difficult to find transportation from there to the capital. Here, as in countless
 similar cases, no remuneration was offered to the buyer for his services. His
 reward was that his business friend would exert himself for him in a similar way
 (or had already done so before). Captains, who were familiar with the markets
 on both ends of their voyages, cultivated as a sideline buying local products for
 the travellers. Bundar II, as we read in Letter II, strongly objected to this
 practice: The India trader should see the commodity for himself. Of course,
 having become a stationary merchant, 'Allan did not have that choice.24

 Seeing that 'Allan had at least three sons and that, in his old age, he advised
 them to form a family partnership, and since they had a worthy model for this in
 their father's own relationship with the lifelong partners 'Arufs and Siba' (who
 were, it seems, also brothers-in-law), I wondered whether the Geniza contained
 some information about a continuation of this family firm connected with the
 India trade. For the time being I have not come across data on this point. Now
 that the question has been raised, an answer may someday appear.

 THREE LETTERS

 The originals are all in Hebrew characters, but they have been transcribed
 here into Arabic script for the convenience of the reader. The rules to be
 observed for such a transcription are succinctly described in BSOAS, xvI, 2,
 1954, 254, and in greater detail in Arabic and Islamic studies in honor of
 Hamilton A. R. Gibb, ed. George Makdisi (Leiden, 1965), 272-3.25

 Letter I

 TS 10 J 16, f. 1

 ,^:. . J. oJb, o;J z11 (v) oL dull .s ,j IP J.J Il ;.Ol () A
 .o*flj (t) ; ;3 J O)lS- l Y 4. < (r) oz

 *^' ei. L.^L (!) oA 91 .L , J 4^UIJ I (o) a 4 <J-LP LWI czJ?J1 4;J g L ;\j B
 j T (!) Ty C1Ai, t Ji (v) o j1 o LT . r i;ll c ,; L; U . J1 (L)

 ?.jS,j Jlt. . c , is ,l \,y, (A) Jl .), \y, .;Alj
 23 Albrecht Dietrich, Zum drogenhandel im Islamischen Agypten (Heidelberg, 1954). The letter of

 Khalaf partly published in BSOAS, xvi, 2, 1954, see n. 2, above, is written in Hebrew characters. It
 was transcribed into Arabic for the convenience of the readers.

 24 Khalaf's letter to 'Allan: ENA NS 2, f. 29, i.e., the Elkan Nathan Adler Collection in the
 Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York, New Series.

 25 My former assistant, Dr. Paula Sanders, now assistant professor at Harvard, transcribed (on
 New Year's day, 1985) the texts from my Hebrew typescript with her usual vigilance, for which the
 readers of this journal will certainly be appreciative.

 The Syndics of the Cambridge University Library kindly gave permission for the publication of
 the documents printed here. I am also grateful to the Taylor-Schechter Genizah Research Unit at
 the University Library for their good services. See also n. 19, above.
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 j, ju (!) > c, j y. ( .) j Al3L . ., . 5- oJ' JI 91 lj (y) C
 .;JI \A ^J

 LJ - J i5 L.~j o. ( T) Jl; 1 a.J J . Lo JLJ -j1 (J l ) D
 .L L rj() e L - . L; j!O t4a 4- &P e- ,L- (\r) >j

 ., (i.) rS J ,O (!) Ll l - J~'- ( o) . JL v.Jl . ,j E
 8U (IA) :.1 jp L L JJ. . 1 (tv) J 1 :l J Li c J
 gil (!) LYl Jl.T.... T Jj*Y' (n) j 19 ^ J L3Jj J1,i ' (!) Y?

 .dll ?l jl jbJj LO U 4L \j J1 (r *) r +^
 ] ]-1 ..l (rv) J .-1j [.lJI] nltK ^ J . . 4, i ,-, (rO) i F

 verso

 1Jj [?^--=] 4I^ S [a.] nm ^-J [ ^-J , ,.1 J(l ]nxr xza

 Letter II: recto

 TS AS 156.237 recto

 [ cju ........................................] A
 <. .JLJ .-, 4:J. .j .L . .UI J. . (.) .... .. J.UL. . -,: JS . (.)

 . j Ul Jl 4J111 Jl( ^ ( )

 (S) . .11l Jl j, 4.J U 4AU1 , j., l 1j (!) LAl.L 4.;. (.) [c.4.]; L<J1
 ^j> l U^jlj 4-~JL5,. (A)IjJI .J 4% IAAJ &U1 j JIIu 4. a (v ) L i

 p ^ (j.iJl o^[?-UI ]LLy *ulj j [ p] S _^ , ( a) LJ LS' lJJ\ j c JJ
 J jit ; *. j l jLU

 TS AS 156.238 recto

 ,,l (T)JI . . . . . ....... ] . .. . . . . . . . (. )
 j.i .1 . C (r) j.?; 4;j jt W L , j^ J 4UJ l LYU. .l4
 Jv i j $ u jp <r (t) uL- r (!) O1 ,;,j j_ s u

 ,* J .;L (o) ,- JC L..L ?
 .,, . Ul . lf- j () ro (!) j.,.,l ' . .. *l OJ L C
 j J. t.' o A. 5j (!) . j LJ .i (v) or1 . J J1 J S LJl j3

 jl >l bi (8 )JI J i.l CJi [I] Jj * . . - Y lb"(!) I >
 b;^.lpj i J l4f l aj I :X1 (: ) Jl. o1 ,11 zA .Jl "jl Jl (!) I
 ; Lf VSJI < D11 H j ^ J.l- L 0 r * ( ) Ull U Llj ^ Jl bU$ JIS
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 PORTRAIT OF A MEDIEVAL INDIA TRADER: THREE LETTERS

 LETTER I

 'Allan b. Hassun, still a novice in the India trade, writes from Aden
 to his uncle andfather-in-law 'Ariis b. Joseph in Fustat, Egypt
 TS 10 J 16, f. 1, ' India Book, Old', 143; ' Final ', ch. 6, no. 11

 A. Introduction

 I am writing to you, my father,26 who is dear to me and with me, may God
 prolong his life and make permanent his honoured position, his support and
 help,27 his safety and well-being, may he never leave him without full success,28
 and may he be for him and with him in all his undertakings.

 B. Prices in Aden

 What you wish to know: I arrived safely in Aden, but found the markets to
 be dull. Half of what I had with me was not sold. The modish garments 29 sold
 for 5? to 5 to 4? mithqals [Egyptian dinars], the maqta's 30 for 2? to 2?, the saris
 [futas] for 13 to 1?. Please take notice. One hundred mithqals and some singles
 were cashed for these.

 C. Decision to travel to India

 Having sought God's guidance, I decided to travel to Sindabur 31 with the
 corals and storax, 32 for I did not find a market for it [meaning the corals]; all
 they offered me for it [in Aden] was 18 [dinars] per selling unit.33

 D. Arrangements with Joseph, another nephew of 'Arus

 Do not ask what Joseph did to me. He came to me during the night before
 my departure and said: ' My paternal uncle ['Aruis] and Siba' 34 told me that you
 should not travel on the ocean.' He took from me 65 dinars for silver 35, 25
 dinars for 10 maqta's, and 30 maqta's, which he took with him.

 26 Wdlidf, literally the one who begot me.
 27 The support and help granted by God.
 28 Success, mainly in the fulfilment of God's commandments.
 29 Ar. al-mu'niqdt, not found by me elsewhere in the Geniza.
 30 A robe mostly made in Alexandria, see Mediterranean society, iv, 7 and Index to vol. iv,

 passim, s.v. robe.
 31 Around 1100 Sindabur was a port on the northern tip of the pepper country on the west coast

 of India (near the once Portuguese town of Goa). See the map in Idrisi, India, tr. Maqbfil Ahmad
 (Leiden, 1960) (at the end of the book). Its exact location seems to be in doubt, see M. H. Nainar,
 The knowledge of India possessed by the Arab geographers etc. (Madras, 1942), 73 (n. 146)-75, and
 passim, see p. 233, s.v.; and George M. Moraes, ' Sindabuiir of the Arab writers', Journal of Indian
 History, 10, 1931, 191-5. The article is instructive because the author seems to have known the
 country well.

 It should be noted that, thus far, I have found the place-name Sindabiir in the Geniza only in the
 letters of 'Allan b. Hassiin. During the second quarter of the twelfth century, from which we have a
 great mass of Geniza letters and documents, there is no mention of Sindfabur.

 32 Storax, may'a, an aromatic resin obtained from trees in Asia Minor, used in perfume and
 medicine, a common commodity exported via Alexandria, Cairo, and Aden to India, as proved by
 the Geniza letters.

 33 Corals were sold wholesale (by the thousands) in ' selling units', bay'a; storax, both the fluid
 and the solid, in mann (a weight of approximately two pounds). Therefore, 'it' refers here to the
 corals. Cf. ULC (University Library Cambridge) Add. 3418 and 3421, 'India Book, Final', ch. 1,
 nos. 1-2, 11. 19-21, verso, 1. 1), where storax and corals, both Mediterranean products, were sent
 together to India. In that document (dated 1097) too 'Aruis provides the storax. In TS 8 J 19, f. 26,
 1. 13 (late eleventh century) 'the merchants from Yemen' come to Alexandria to buy storax.

 34 Siba', the (perhaps senior) partner of 'Aruis, see p. 450 above.
 35 Most probably silver vessels of Egyptian manufacture, such as were sent to India according to

 other Geniza sources.
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 E. Previous sales in ports on the west coast of the Red Sea

 As to the balance of the 70 mithqals: 36 for 10 mithqals I sold cloaks 37 in
 Dahlak 38 to Siraj on condition that I would take the money at my return with
 the al-Karim flotilla.39 I sold him [also] cloaks for 40 mithqals; and also in
 Bade' 40 I sold to Ibn Najl cloaks for 4 mithqdls, and in Suwakin 4 to 'Abd al-
 Raziq cloaks for 20 mithqals. The promissory notes signed by them will be with
 me until I return safely and receive these sums in full, if God wills.

 F. The sinful senior cousin Joseph

 Joseph stays in Lakhba42 with the whores (Heb.), 'the company', and a
 beardless youth, who ser[ves them drinks].43

 Verso, Address
 To my father and lord, (from) his scion
 'Arus, son of Joseph, (may he) 'Allal,44 son of
 r(est in) E(den). Hassun

 May God prolong his life and
 make his honoured position permanent.

 36 All the ports mentioned in what follows are south of the main Red Sea port 'Aydhab. 'Allan's
 main sales were certainly effected there, and reports about them were sent to 'Arus. The ' balance of
 70 mithqals' means the remaining garments worth that sum. Actually, 'Allan cashed a total of 74
 mithqals.

 37Ar. aksiyd, sc. kisd, male outer garment, which could serve also as a night cover.
 38 Dahlak, still in existence, see EI (2nd ed.), ii, 90-1. Often mentioned in Geniza letters as a port

 on the southern section of the west coast of the Red Sea; also as the seat of a petty ruler engaged in
 piracy.

 39 All customers in these places bear Muslim names. Wholesale business was usually conducted
 on credit, deferment of payment granted often for a considerable stretch of time, as here, see
 Mediterranean society, I, 197 ff. For Kdrim see El (2nd ed.), iv, 640-3, and Goitein, Studies, 352-60.
 The Geniza letters of the eleventh and twelfth centuries speak only of' the Karim ', almost never of
 a ' Karimi merchant'. In those early times, it seems, the Karim was an organization for maritime
 transport (like a caravan on land) rather than a commercial ' Hansa ', as it became later, especially
 in Mamluik times.

 40 Bade', a small barter centre for African goods, already in ruins at the time of Yaquiit (c. 1228),
 Geographisches Worterbuch (Leipzig, 1866), I, 471, but repeatedly occurring in the Geniza. For its
 location see J. S. Trimingham, Islam in Ethiopia (London, 1952), 50 ff.

 41 Suwakin (for Sawakin), still in existence; in Geniza times a frequently visited southern port on
 the west coast of the Red Sea.

 42 Lakh(a)ba, a place near Aden, renowned in the Geniza for its glass (and bricks); see also Oscar
 Lofgren, Arabische Texte zur Kenntnis der Stadt Aden im Mittelalter (Uppsala, 1936), 21-2, 54.

 4J The word ' whores' was written in Hebrew so that it would not be understood by everyone. As
 has been so often described by Arab and Hebrew poets, the company of revellers is served wine by
 an unbearded youth, who should not necessarily be regarded as an object of homosexual overtures.
 Wine was sacred in Jewish ritual; only wine prepared and preserved under special supervision could
 be consumed. The profligate cousin, 'Allan wishes to emphasize, cared as little for ritual as for
 morality. The last line: wa-ahad (1. 22) amrad yus(qThim), ' serving them drinks '. Here followed the
 concluding greetings.

 44'Allfn describes himself as hjafid 'grandson' or 'descendant' of 'Aruis, meaning that he
 regards him as his physical progenitor, see n. 26, above. In Arabic 'my brother from father and
 mother' means 'not related, but very dear'.

 The strange spelling of hafid as hafiz has its cause in the pronunciation of classical Hebrew d as
 dh after a vowel. The sounds z and dh had a number of variables, see Joshua Blau, The emergence
 and linguistic background of Judaeo-Arabic (Oxford, 1965), 76. For d = z = dh see Letter III, 1. 10:
 'Aydab for 'Aydhab.

 'Allan calls himself 'Allal (as some other 'Allans did occasionally), a form of endearment,
 imitating the speech of small children. He says to his father-in-law, ' Although braving the Indian
 ocean, I am still your baby 'Allal, obedient to your instructions.' We do not meet this usage in his
 later letters.
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 LETTER II

 'Allan at the height of his exploits, writing from Aden after his
 return from India and immediately setting out for India again.

 TS AS 156.237 and 238

 A. End of the Introduction.
 TS AS 156.237, 11. 1-4

 [Your servant took notice of... and your yearning] for him, a feeling shared
 by me. [May God ordain that] prosperity and health prevail in your court and
 grant in his grace that I be united with you. As to what you have m[entioned] in
 your kind letter about your longing to meet me, I have an even larger part and a
 greater share of this. In God all matters are united.

 B. Travel to Sindabur and other places in India. Because of riots
 and bloodshed the ship could not sail to Aden. In Fdknur the
 captain disappeared, but the ship continued to Kulam, where it
 stayedfor some time.

 TS AS 156.237, 1. 4-TS AS 156.238, 1. 5

 The reason for writing this letter is to tell your excellency what happened to
 me on this voyage. In my p[revious] letters to your excellency I informed you
 about my travel to Sindabur.45 God granted me safety, I finally arrived in
 A1-M .. r 46 and bought what God, the exalted, made available, to the extent
 reported in my previous letters.

 We intended, on our way home, to travel to Aden,47 but riots and bloodshed
 occurred, and [who]ever was in the town 48 fled. The [shipmas]ter, namely, 'All
 Nawak,49 wan[ted] also to flee, but I discovered this ... (between 156.237 and
 238 something, probably less than one line, is missing) [and informed X. about
 it],50 but he did not believe me. We loaded the textiles and the iron during the
 night, for he (Nawak) had the power to keep us back [by refusing to sail].
 Finally, we all fled to Faknur.51 I had left some of the pepper and many of the

 45 For Sindabufir see Letter I, n. 31.
 46 Only Al-m . . r is visible. Something like Munaybar-Manibar-Malibar (Malabar, the pepper

 country on the southern section of the west coast of India) must have been written. The use of the
 article is strange, but perhaps it was meant to express the idea of both city and region. The plural
 Malibarat in Letters, p. 64, n. 10, might be understood similarly. The situation is clear. The
 merchants travelled from Sindabuiir, the northern port leading to the pepper country via a place
 called Manlbar to Fakniir (TS AS 156.238, 11. 2-4), a capital city in the Malabar country, and from
 there to Kuilam-Kawlam, the southernmost port on the Malabar Coast (sections C and D), from
 where they planned to return to Aden. For Kuilam or Kawlam (later called by the Europeans
 Quilon) see Nainar, The knowledge of India (cf. Letter I, n. 31), 44-8, also EI (2nd ed.), v, 360; for
 Malibar, see Nainar, ibid., 56-59. I spell Kfilam, as in the EI (2nd ed.), although The Itinerary of
 Benjamin of Tudela (the Spanish Jewish traveller, ed. M. N. Adler, London, 1907) Heb. sec., p. 58,
 has Q'wlm, which shows that Benjamin had heard the name pronounced Kawlam, as found also in
 several Arab geographers, see Nainar, 230. G. R. Tibbets, Arab navigation in the Indian Ocean
 before the coming of the Portuguese (London, 1971), 202 and 582, has only Kuilam.

 47 Ar. aradnd al-khuruj ild 'Adan. In Geniza Arabic khurfj means setting out for home.
 48 The town Al-m . . r, discussed in n. 46, above.
 49 Nawak (a Persian word, meaning arrow) clearly was a prominent personality on the Malabar

 coast (see the first paragraph in sec. D) and was known even to the family back in Cairo.
 50 [ ] An educated guess. In the original manuscript one or two more words in this line might be

 decipherable.
 For Fakniir, see Nainar, The knowledge of India, 33-34, and n. 46, above. This spelling is

 confirmed by our 'Allan, who mentions it in this letter four times. Tibbets, Arab navigation, 200 and
 576 has a short a, but his main sources are later by centuries than 'Allan and the Arab geographer
 noted by Nainar. Yohanan Friedmann, ' Qissat Shakarwati Farmad,' Israel Oriental Studies, 5,
 1975, 239, spells Fgkkanfir.
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 smaller items with Jacob Ibn Thabit.52 We arrived in Faknur, where 'All Nawak
 disembarked and remained, while we went on in the same ship to Kulam53 and
 stayed there for some time.

 C. Ten days after leaving Kilam the ship encountered a
 dangerous sea, the captain died, and a vociferous crowd on board
 forced the ship back to Kulam, where it arrived after another
 twenty days.

 TS AS 156.238, 11. 5-13

 When the night of... arrived, we loaded and set sail, 35 days before 'New
 Year'.54 The captain had been ill while still in town, but we sailed for ten days.
 When we encountered a large pusht (a reef, or another underwater obstacle),
 water being five fathoms high, and did not know whether this was the Fal (the
 northern end of the Laccadive Islands) or not,55 God granted us safety, but the
 captain had a stroke and died. We threw his body overboard into the sea. So the
 boat remained without a commander and a . . ., and we had no charts.56 A
 crowd in the ship was afraid the ship would be lost, if it landed in an Arab
 country.57 However, if we returned to India, there too the same might happen.
 They got the upper hand and returned us to Kulam. We gave up hope of saving
 our goods. After twenty days we arrived in Kulam, the place we feared. But
 God granted us delivery immediately.

 D. In Kulam the ship was returned to its proprietor. Another one
 was provided with water and wood, and its two captains signed
 documents specifying their obligations towards the passengers.

 TS AS 156.238,1. 5-v, 1. 1

 The .. ., the .. ., and the manager 58 came on board and took the ship from

 52 Jacob, not Ya'qiib, a Jewish merchant. The combination Thabit b. Jacob is repeatedly found
 in Rabbanite (TS 16.33, [1044/5]) and Karaite (TS NS 320, f. 34) marriage contracts, but not in
 connexion with the India trade.

 53 For Kfilam see n. 46, above.
 54 ' New Year', text: al-nahruz, for the more common nawruz, or nayruz, the original Persian

 New Year, partly accepted by Muslim governments for administrative purposes. According to
 Wiistenfeld-Mahlersche Vergleichungs-tabellen, ed. Berthold Spuler (Wiesbaden, 1961), 38, in
 around 1100, Nawrfiz would have fallen on February 20 according to the Julian (or 'Old')
 calendar, and a few days later according to our present (Gregorian or' New') calendar. The writer
 wishes to emphasize that they set sail at an exceptionally early date. March 1st was regarded as still
 safe for sailing westward from the Malabar coast according to Ibn Majid's nautical handbook
 translated by Tibbets, Arab navigation, 375.

 55 Pusht. Arabic does not possess a letter for the sound p, but Hebrew does. I have little doubt
 that the word is Persian pusht (back, hump) and was pronounced thus by the passengers. Tibbets,
 Arab navigation, lists the word, of course, underfusht, p. 537, where further references are provided.

 The northern end of the Laccadive Islands, south-west of India, situated on the same
 geographical latitude as Mangalore, was called ra's (Cape) al-fdl and was notorious for its reefs, see
 Tibbetts, ibid., 459.

 56 Ar. riqd', a word with many meanings. Astronomical tables guiding the seafarer were well
 known, cf. Tibbetts, ibid., 29-33. An experienced captain, like the one buried at sea, as reported
 here, could perhaps do without them.

 57 Since no shipmaster was on board, the goods carried could be declared derelict and be
 confiscated by the local ruler.

 58 The third of the three officials who examined the witnesses regarding the proprietorship of the
 boat in which 'Allan had travelled bore the Persian title kdrdar, manager, found also in other Geniza
 papers. The first two had Indian names. I hope that a scholar familiar with Indian legal and
 administrative terminology will be able to decipher them. We know so little about the organization
 of the Indian overseas trade from the Indian side around 1100 that every new insight is welcome. It
 should be noted that the Spanish Jewish traveller Benjamin of Tudela (Engl. tr., p. 64) reports this
 about Kuilam: ' They are honest in their dealings. When merchants arrive from distant countries and
 enter the port, three of the King's scribes come, list their names, and present them to the King,
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 us, confirming its rights to its proprietor, being afraid of 'All Nawak.59 They
 provided us with water and wood. Two captains travelled with us, after they
 had signed documents (confirming their obligations) towards us, and we set
 sail.60

 E. Having set sail earlier than usual, the ship arrived in Aden
 prior to all others with the result that 'Allan sold his goods for
 excellent prices. Learning that pepper in Aden cost 35 dinars a
 sack-a price far too high for the town-'Allan decided to return
 immediately to India on the same ship and rented storage space for
 150 sacks of pepper and other spices for the voyage back.

 TS AS 156.238v, 11. 1-9

 We arrived in Aden in the shortest possible time, prior to all others. I sold
 the iron for a good price, 20 dinars a bahdr.6' I had with me 72 bahdrs and 50
 separate pieces, 30 mann saqat,62 and 40 mann clove. After customs I had
 obtained 1,500 dinars [and] a lot in other currencies.

 I had planned to travel home, but learned that a bahdr of pepper cost 35
 dinars (in Aden). I could not tarry so long until I could buy pepper in Aden (for
 a reasonable price).63 Having sought God's guidance, I decided to travel to
 Fakniir in the same boat in which we had arrived, for it had been blessed for me.
 I rented from them storage space for 150 bahirs, 100 for pepper and 50 for

 whereupon the latter makes himself responsible for their property even when it is left in the open
 without a guardsman.' Benjamin, as far as we know, never reached India, but rather made inquiries
 about it while in Iraq. His note about the three officials welcoming the foreign merchants arriving in
 Kulam proves that 'Allfn's experience was nothing uncommon. Even the family back in Cairo was
 familiar with the titles of those officials. [Professor Goitein questioned several scholars about the
 two Indian words in this passage. Professor David Shulman, head of the Institute of Asian and
 African Studies at the Hebrew University, responded with the following suggestion regarding the
 second word; his letter arrived after Professor Goitein's death. Reading the consonants tyrwly
 following the definite article, Professor Shulman writes: 'The possibility [exists] that the word is
 related to Tamil tiruvali, "signet ring ", attested at least from 10th-ll 1th cs., so that the official
 mentioned in the Genizah fragment might conceivably be the bearer of such a ring (which lent its
 name to the office). It's just a guess.' The reading tyrwly looks quite likely, and with Professor
 Shulman's kind permission, we have included his suggestion here. (M. R. C.)]

 59 Nawak (see n. 49 above) was perhaps not the proprietor of the boat, but his testimony
 concerning it was accepted, although the passengers might have had some doubts concerning its
 truth.

 60 Following the dire experience with the dead captain, the travellers wanted to be protected
 against a similar occurrence, and also against a flight of the captain in times of danger, as Nfwak
 had done, see sec. B above. Two captains are also mentioned elsewhere.

 61 Twenty (20) malikf or Adenese dinars for a bahdr (c. 300 pounds) was a very good price. In
 another letter Madmiin b. Hasan b. Bundfr, 'representative of the merchants of Aden to all rulers of
 the Land and the Seas,' nazir or overseer of its port, and Head of the Jews of Yemen, informs
 Abraham Ben Yijii in India that practically all types of iron imported to Aden had been sold out; he
 expected a very good year for refurbished iron, muhdath, in the next year, reaching a price of
 perhaps 20 (local) dinars or more. He advises Abraham of this and asks him also to inform other
 business friends, mentioned by name, two Hindus and one Muslim, of the situation. (In the same
 letter a Christian, 'Abd al-Masih, ' Servant of Jesus ', the deacon, transports presents from Madmiin
 to Ben Yijii.) As the fragments preserved show, Abraham had received two copies of this letter.
 Since paper was scarce in India, he clipped some blank space out of one of them and used it for notes
 on his own dealings in Aden, made for a business friend, most likely in the year following Madmfin's
 letter. But for 10? bahdrs of' refurbished' iron, he got only 17 dinars per bahdr, and for two other
 bahdrs, 18 dinars. For pepper too Madmin's calculations were off the mark. He expected that the
 price would be 30 dinars per bahdr. Ben Yiju received only 24 (which, however, was not bad).
 Madmiin's letter is translated in my ' The India trade of the High Middle Ages in the light of the
 Cairo Geniza' (in preparation = 'India Book, Final'), ch. 2, nos. 13-15, Ben Yiju's notes ibid.,
 ch. 3, no. 28.

 62 [The word is damaged in the text (see facsimile). Professor Goitein, in his own transcription,
 has s .... In his English translation he supplied saqat (spices and seasonings; see Letters, p. 113.
 n. 7). M.R.C.]

 63 For Aden a price of 35 (local) dinars for a sack of pepper was far too high, see n. 61. 'Allan
 could not waste his time waiting for the next seafaring season.
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 various other goods. For the 100 bahirs for pepper, I paid 90 mithqals of
 Adenese coinage.64 Sheikh 'AlI Ibn al-Kufi65 and Sheikh Bundar66 had
 stipulated with them (the captains) for me that I would not pay them a dirhem
 until I had bought the pepper myself.

 F. Notes about brazilwood, clothing, and ornaments sent to the
 family. Greetings.

 TS AS 156.238v, 11. 9-14

 I sent with Sheikh Abii 'l-Karam and Sheikh Abu 'l-Surur three loads of
 brazilwood 67 and with them 27 less a quarter Maliki dinars for the custom
 duties and . . . made of lIlas,68 50 red furjiyyas (robes open in the front) in
 mats,69 and ... a necklace made of Si1 (Ceylon?) beads. Please take note of
 this.70

 Also with Sheikh Abu '1-Husayn Zayd Ibn Abu Mansur, the Alexandrian,
 ten ldlas robes. Take note.

 Accept my greetings.71 And greetings to the family [the writer's wife], to
 Sheikh Abu Ishaq and to Abu Nasr ... and all those you care about.

 TS AS 156.237v
 1. Sheikh...

 2...., May your well being
 increase and never
 diminish.

 3. The date of this letter is Wednesday, 29th Ab.72
 In a larger script. Right Side.

 4. To the illustrious Sheikh, my lord 'Arius, son of Joseph (may he) r(est in)
 E(den)

 5. May God prolong his life and make his honoured position and welfare
 permanent.

 64 Renting storage space in Aden in a boat for the return trip from Faknuir, India and planning
 even to pay for it in advance shows that traffic between the two places was rather congested, but
 reveals also that the travellers regarded those protracted voyages as comparatively safe.

 65 Probably called thus not because he was a native of the city of Kuifa in Iraq (which by that time
 had become a rarely mentioned inland town, see EI (2nd ed.), v, 348), but because his father dealt in
 Kuifi iron, one of the six or seven types of iron mentioned in the Geniza letters referring to the India
 trade.

 66 Bundar b. Hasan b. Bundar, the elder brother of Madmiin b. Hasan, see n. 61 above, who died
 long before Madmfin, but occupied at the time of this letter a position similar to that in which the
 latter succeeded him. A short letter of this Bundar addressed to our 'Allan b. Hassun is translated in
 ' India Book Final': ch. 2, no. 12.

 'Allan had intended to pay the shipmaster in advance, expecting that a part of the pepper would
 be purchased by the latter, but had been dissuaded from this by the two experienced overseas
 traders.

 67 Baqqam, brazilwood, bois de campeche, a dyeing material and major item in the international
 trade between India, Egypt, North Africa, and Spain, see Mediterranean society, i, 532, and
 E. Ashtor, Histoire des prix . .. dans l'Orient medieval (Paris, 1969), p. 145, nn. 3-10 (where the
 dinars mentioned were of different values). Baqqam was preferred to specie because it could be
 converted by the recipient into the local currency more profitably.

 68 Lalas, an Indian red silk, exported to the West both as clothing, as here, or as material.
 Common in the Geniza, but for gifts more than in trade. The 50 red furjiyyas, probably also made of
 lalas, mentioned in the following, were destined like the baqqam for the maintenance of the writer's
 family. The robes might have been manufactured also of cotton, another common export from
 India in those days.

 69 By oversight, 'Allan wrote fujriyya for furjiyya. Mats, husur (text has husur), perhaps the
 strong type imported from Berbera, Somalia, often mentioned as packing materials for shipments
 from Aden to India.

 70 This often repeated phrase means simply: ' Finished, I am going over to another topic.'
 71 Such completely uncommon brevity (cf. the beginning!) is to be explained by the simple fact

 that the writer had arrived at the end of the page, and paper was scarce.
 72 Ab, approximately August, both according to the lunar-solar general (originally Christian)

 and Jewish calendars. I believe 'Allan had the former in mind.
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 PORTRAIT OF A MEDIEVAL INDIA TRADER: THREE LETTERS

 Left side:
 His servant, may he become his ransom, 'Alla[l] (or: 'Alla[n]), son of Has?un

 (may his) e(nd be) g(ood) 73

 LETTER III

 Writing to his sons, 'Allan reports that he had dismissed his
 travelling companion and chosen another one, and that no one, not
 even in the Kdrim flotilla, had arrived in 'Aydhab. He regrets
 having undertaken the voyage and advises his sons to form a
 partnership between them.
 TS 8 J 17, f. 15, 'India Book, Old', 380; 'Final', ch. 6, no. 15

 A. Proemium

 This my letter is for you, my children, so dear to me and with [me, may] God
 [prolong] your life and make your honoured position, wel[fare], happiness, and
 prosperity permanent, and be for you [and with you] in all your affairs.

 B. The writer's whereabouts and circumstances

 Please take note that [I arrived] in Qus(!) safely and parted company with
 the young man who was with me, Ibn al-Dallala (the son of the Female
 Broker),74 and got rid of him completely. He is a bad person with little religion.75
 I rented a space (in a boat)76 with Yahya,77 and we are ready to depart. But up
 till now no one has arrived in 'Aydhab,78 not even in this year's al-Karim
 flotilla.79 God is trusted to bring us together well in his mercy and . . . , Oh my
 children, may he keep you alive and bring us together well after successful
 completion of our (that is: my) affairs.

 C. Regret at having undertaken this voyage. Greetings
 I have set out for this voyage, but had I known what I would suffer from

 yearning after you, I would not have travelled, but come what may, the
 decisions are God's.80

 Accept the most perfect greetings, you and your families (wives), take good
 care of one another, and form a partnership; 81 in this there will be your success.

 73 Aramaic sdaf tav, a blessing for an old man. 'Allan's father probably had remained in Tunisia.
 Otherwise greetings would have been extended to him.

 74 As the continuation shows, this letter was actually written in the seaport of 'Aydhab. The
 reference to Qiius means: upon arriving in Qiius I parted company with' the son of the female broker '.
 Qus., at that time the main city of Upper Egypt, is often mentioned in the Geniza as the emporium
 from which the merchants coming up the Nile from the Mediterranean area joined caravans for the
 dangerous passage to 'Aydhab, through a waterless desert infested by highwaymen. In the great
 tradition of French urbanism, every aspect of the history of Qius-general, socioeconomic,
 archaeological, literary-has been described by Jean-Claude Garcin in his voluminous Un centre
 musulman de la Haute Egypte medievale: Qus (Cairo, 1976).

 Female brokers were very common in Geniza times, see Mediterranean society, i, 161, and in,
 330, mostly of low, but sometimes of high rank. About the important institution of the rafiq, or
 travelling companion, see ibid., I, 347-8, and passim.

 75' Religion' is meant here not in its ritual, but moral sense.
 76 Travelling companions were supposed to stay together in one place, a kind of cabin, or a

 screened space, where their goods were stationed; on or between them they accommodated
 themselves.

 77 Yah. ya' May he live' was a common name. It seems, however, that here Yahya al-Fasi (family
 name, derived from Fez, Morocco), who was in close contact with 'Ariis b. Joseph, is meant.

 78 For the spelling of the name see Letter I, n. 44.
 79 For travel to Aden or India one used the ships of the Karimis arriving from there.
 The decision to travel was inspired by God.
 81 He uses here the Hebrew word shfithafiuth (thus was the word spelled in Geniza times), see

 Mediterranean society, i, p. 170 and n. 2; but I do not believe he wanted to say' according to Jewish
 law' (ibid., p. 171 and n. 3), but simply before a Jewish notary or court.
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 PORTRAIT OF A MEDIEVAL INDIA TRADER: THREE LETTERS

 Convey the most excellent greetings to Abu Sa'd, to his paternal uncle and to his
 mother; 82 also to our neighbours. Please write to me about the well-being of my
 son Zayn al-Dar.83 The travellers have arrived here, but I did not notice any
 letters from you, which disquieted [my] mind very much.
 And Peace.

 Address, right side:
 [This letter should arrive] at the house of 'Arus b. Joseph [and be given] to
 the house 84 of the Levi-m(ay his) s(oul) be) b(ounded up) in the b(undle of
 life) 85

 Deliver and you will be rewarded! 86

 82 'Allan's letter was addressed to the grown-up sons, but' excellent' greetings were extended to
 little Abu Sa'd, to make him proud that even in faraway 'Aydhab he was not forgotten. 'His
 mother' is the writer's wife, 'his paternal uncle', 'Allan's brother-in-law. Polite letter writing
 required that persons should be mentioned with their relationship to the recipient, not the writer.

 83 Zayn 'ornament' was an often found composite for a name given at birth. A boy belonging to
 the merchant class would be called zayn al-tujjar 'Ornament of the merchants', one borne into a
 family of government officers-zayn al-kuttb ' Ornament of the clerks'. Naturally, in female names
 zayn was even more common, and zayn al-ddr ' Ornament of the house' was of course a woman, as
 we see for instance in TS 13 J 7, f. 16,1. 18, where a woman by that name is referred to; or in TS 20.5,
 passim, where the virgin Zayn al-Dar marries. Our Zayn al-Dir got this name probably during a
 dangerous illness when he received it to mislead the Angel of Death. When the angel was sent to
 fetch 'Allan's son, he discovered that it was a girl. Even more so: while writing the letter of his
 mother to his father, Zayn reminds him that he should not forget the beads' for Zayn al-Dar'. How
 could a boy of at least ten years wish to wear ornaments for girls or small children? He obviously
 wanted to play his role of a female Zayn to the end. 'Allan calls him here waladi,' my son', because
 he was very much worried not to have heard from him for such a long time. A similar expression in
 the letter of his wife referring to the boy whom she had just weaned, Mediterranean society, in, 194.

 84 The Arabic term dar had different meanings. See Mediterranean society, iv, 56. Here, the first
 dar refers to a compound known by the name of'Arils; the second refers to a building or apartment
 within the compound called after a person described as 'the Levite', who had already died. The
 occupants were probably artisans or stationary merchants who could always be reached.

 85The acrostic of a blessing for the dead, which was originally said by Abigail to David when
 they first met, I Samuel 25: 29.

 6Ar. balligh tu'jar, rewarded by God; no payment to be expected. Very common at the end of
 letters.

 'Allan did not sign, although there was plenty of space. As so often happened, the person
 prepared to carry the letter was in a hurry to leave. Not signing a letter was an expression of
 intimacy and friendship. I am not sure that this was intended here.

 For the script of the letter see p. 456, above.
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